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 General Instructions  :  
 Answer Three (3) Essay Questions.  
 Total Time Allotted: Three (3) Hours. 
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 QUESTION ONE 

 PETER  was a teenage boy who loved heavy metal concerts.  He had attended close to 20 
 concerts in the past. Tonight, he was scheduled to go and see a new band called “Speed 
 Demon”. “Speed Demon” was playing in a smaller type of venue called the  CATACOMB  in the 
 town of San Cruzel. San Cruzel had a local city ordinance that stated: 

 Ordinance 456 

 All concert venues require two security guards to be present at the event. Any venues who have 
 reach more than 90% capacity at a concert, must hire at least one additional security guard that 
 attends the event. 

 PETER  arrived at the show and noticed it was really  packed with a lot of concert goers. As the 
 band played many in the audience started to participate in a well-known heavy metal audience 
 floor group dance move called “the mosh pit”. (A move where concert holders congregate in the 
 middle of the audience and walk in circles and with their bodies bang into other concert 
 holders). There was no barrier between the “moshers” and the rest of the crowd. 

 Another concert attendee, named  DAVID  was participating  in the “mosh” pit. As the concert 
 went on the crowd grew larger, there was less space between the “moshers” and the rest of the 
 audience.  PETER  was one of the audience members closest  to the pit.  DAVID  threw himself 
 into another “mosh” participant but missed him and  DAVID’s  body hit  PETER  who fell to the 
 ground.  PETER  saw  DAVID  coming toward him but due  to the packed audience could not get 
 out of the way in time.  PETER  suffered a broken arm. 

 The  CATACOMB  had one security guard up front at the  stage and one in the back of the 
 audience as was custom at music concerts. It did not have a security guard in the middle of the 
 audience. Since the band “Speed Demon” was not so well-known  CATACOMB  thought it would 
 have a small audience. It was later discovered that 120 audience members had been admitted 
 to the  CATACOMB  which had a capacity of 100. 

 PETER  files a lawsuit against both  DAVID  and the  CATACOMB  . 

 Discuss all causes of action and defenses for: 

 1.  PETER v. DAVID 
 2.  PETER v. CATACOMB 
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 QUESTION TWO 

 PRISSY  worked as a dog show handler around the country.  Her job consisted of 
 showing the dogs in the show ring and grooming the dogs while they were at the shows. 
 Currently, she was hired to show a giant poodle named “Puff n’ Stuff”. Giant poodles 
 required a lot a pre-show care as they needed to be groomed on-site and kept as clean 
 as possible before entering the show ring. 

 At a weekend dog show,  PRISSY  arrived two hours prior  to the scheduled showing of 
 giant poodles. She set up her space under a canopy with a large dog table for grooming. 
 When “Puff n’ Stuff” was not being walked, or groomed, she was supposed to be held in 
 wire crate. 

 DERRICK  owned a Czechoslovakian wolf dog named “Thor”.  “Thor” was a cross 
 between a Carpathian wild grey wolf and a German Shepherd. While the breed was not 
 a recognized breed by the American Kennel Society, it had been in existence for over 70 
 years and kept as farm dogs in Europe.  DERRICK  attended  the dog show along with 
 “Thor”. Non-showing dogs were permitted on show grounds but had to be maintained as 
 to not disturb the other dogs or their owners/handlers. 

 About 30 minutes before showing,  PRISSY  placed “Puff  n’ Stuff” up onto a small 
 grooming table.  PRISSY  realized she had run out of  a white powder used to intensify the 
 white color in “Puff n’ Stuff’s” coat. A local vendor at the show about 50 feet away sold 
 the powder.  PRISSY  running out of time before the  show, decided to quickly run over to 
 the vendor and leave “Puff n’ Stuff” on the grooming table tied only with a slim neck 
 harness, rather than take her down and crate her. 

 DERRICK  was walking “Thor” when he spotted “Puff n’  Stuff” standing on the grooming 
 table. DERRICK approached the table when “Puff n’ Stuff” growled which caused “Thor” 
 to react. “Thor” lunged at the table, which caused “Puff n’ Stuff to rear up and knock over 
 the grooming table along with herself to the ground. 

 At that moment,  PRISSY  returned, and upon seeing “Puff  n’ Stuff” lying on the ground 
 with the harness tied to the overturn table,  PRISSY  became sick to her stomach, and 
 she fainted. Puff n’ Stuff” was unharmed but due to all the commotion and  PRISSY’s 
 state of health they could not compete in the show. 

 Discuss all causes of action that PRISSY has against DERRICK, including 
 any defenses that DERRICK may claim. 
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 QUESTION THREE 

 POLLY  was a 10-year-old girl who attended summer camp  every year at Camp  DINKEY  . 
 Camp  DINKEY  was next to a beautiful creek and boasted  clean mountain air.  DEVIN  was 
 an 8-year-old girl camper who attended the same week of camp with  POLLY  . Both girls had 
 known each other from the previous summer. They enjoyed playing games and pranks together. 

 Camp  DINKEY  consisted of several cabins, a dining  hall along with a commercial kitchen that 
 housed a walk-in freezer. Campers were not allowed into the walk-in freezer.  The campers 
 slept in several wooden cabins. The cabins had small windows that could be propped up but 
 were closed by most campers at night. The staff closed the cabin door and flipped off the main 
 light switch when everyone was in bed for the night. 

 POLLY  and  DEVIN  had just finished their dinners and  they decided to sneak into the walk-in 
 freezer to grab some ice cream.  DEVIN  exited first  and as a joke she closed the door to the 
 walk-in freezer and locker it from the outside while  POLLY  was still inside.  DEVIN  ran to her 
 cabin where she decided to eat her ice cream in bed. She soon fell asleep and never returned 
 to let  POLLY  out of the walk-in freezer. 

 DILBERT  was a local resident who lived near Camp  DINKEY  in an R.V. (recreational vehicle). 
 DILBERT  had set up a make-shift methamphetamine lab  inside his R.V. Using highly explosive 
 chemicals  DILBERT  cooked up crystal meth (an illegal  street drug of high value).  DILBERT  did 
 most of his “cooking” after midnight. Camp  DINKEY  staff had noticed odd behavior by  DILBERT 
 but just thought he was a hillbilly living in the woods. 

 That night, the cooking gave off extremely toxic fumes that knocked  DILBERT  unconscious. 
 Soon the chemicals on his stove reached such high temperatures that they exploded, and the 
 fire spread outside the R.V. The fire created toxic smoke that spread into the nearby cabins. 
 Soon the campers started to cough and choke. Many reached to open the windows but because 
 the main light switch was off, they couldn’t see in the dark. Many campers suffered severe lung 
 distress and had to be rushed to the hospital. The campers brought a class action suit against 
 Camp  DINKEY  . 

 POLLY  had in the meantime found a spare knife in the  walk-in freezer which she used to pry 
 open the lock and exit after about 10 minutes of being locked inside. Since the incident,  POLLY 
 has had a phobia toward ice cream. 

 DISCUSS the following causes of action and defenses for each: 

 1.  POLLY v. DEVIN in Intentional Torts only. 
 2.  Camp DINKEY v. DILBERT in Strict Liability only. 

 Do  NOT  discuss Negligence. 



 TORTS FALL 2022 MIDTERM QUESTION #1 
 PETER v. DAVID & CATACOMB 

 ID#______________ 

 PETER v. DAVID 

 I. BATTERY 

 20 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10 POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 II. ASSAULT 

 20  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 III. DEFENSES TO BATTERY AND ASSAULT 

 5 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 2  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 IV.NEGLIGENCE PRIMA FACIE (Duty, Breach, Causation, Damages) 

 15 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 2.5 POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 V. DEFENSES TO NEGLIGENCE (Consent & Contrib./Comp. Neg./A of R) 

 5 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 2 POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 PETER v. CATACOMB 

 VI. NEGLIGENCE (Duty to Licensee/Invitees, Negligence per Se, Hand Formula) 

 20  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 VII. DEFENSES TO NEGLIGENCE (Consent & Contrib./Comp. Neg./A of R) 

 5  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 2  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 TOTAL SCORE:.………………………………………………….....  _________ 



 TORTS FALL 2022 MIDTERM QUESTION #2 
 PRISSY v. DERRICK 

 ID#__________ 

 PRISSY v. DERRICK 

 I.NEGLIGENCE PRIMA FACIE (Duty, Breach, Causation, Damages) 

 30 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 15 POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 II. NEGLIGENT INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

 20  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 III. DEFENSES TO NEGLIGENCE (Consent & Contrib./Comp. Neg./A of R) 

 10 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 5   POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 IV. STRICT LIABILITY (Wild Animals) 

 20  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 V. DEFENSES TO STRICT LIABILITY (Assumption of Risk) 

 10  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 5    POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 TOTAL SCORE:.………………………………………………….....  _________ 

 TORTS FALL 2022 MIDTERM QUESTION #3 
 POLLY v. DEVIN 

 DEVIN & CAMP DINKEY v. DILBERT 



 ID#__________ 

 POLLY v. DEVIN 

 I. FALSE IMPRISONMENT 

 20 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10 POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 II. INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTIONAL DISTRESS 

 20 POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 10 POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 II.DEFENSES TO FALSE IMPRISONMENT & IIED (Consent/Privilege) 

 10  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 7    POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 CAMP DINKEY v. DIBLERT 

 III. STRICT LIABILITY (Ultrahazardous Activites) 

 30  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 15  POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 VI. DEFENSES TO STRICT LIABILITY (Contrib Neg./Comp. Neg. &Assumption of 
 Risk) 

 10  POINTS = FULL DISCUSSION  __________ 
 7    POINTS = PARTIAL DISCUSSION  __________ 

 TOTAL SCORE:.………………………………………………….....  __________ 
































































